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Chainsaw Man, Vol. 1 No
Starch Press
The female gaze is
used by writers and
readers to examine
narratives from a
perspective that sees
women as subjects
instead of objects,
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and the application of
a female gaze to male-
dominated discourses
can open new avenues of
interpretation. This
book explores how
female manga artists
have encouraged the
female gaze within
their work and how
female readers have
challenged the male
gaze pervasive in many
forms of popular media.
Each of the chapters
offers a close reading
of influential manga
and fancomics to
illustrate the female
gaze as a mode of
resistant reading and

creative empowerment.
By employing a female
gaze, professional and
amateur creators are
able to shape and
interpret texts in a
manner that emphasizes
the role of female
characters while
challenging and
reconfiguring gendered
themes and issues.

Carson National Forest (N.F.),
La Manga Timber Sale Yen
Press LLC
Revised and update completely
to include new research and
theories, this second edition of
a hugely successful book brings
together a range of articles,

from big names in the field,
classic texts and new thinking
on subcultures and their
definitions.
Accel World, Vol. 6 (manga)
DENPA, LLC
Offers a brief introduction to
using the Internet and
provides an alphabetical
listing of thousands of
Internet sites, arranged by
categories, with descriptions
of each site
Naughty Girls and Gay
Male Romance/Porn: Slash
Fiction, Boys’ Love
Manga, and Other Works
by Female “Cross-
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Voyeurs” in the U.S.
Academic Discourses Yen
Press LLC
Megumi is an all-star athlete,
but she's a failure when it
comes to physics class. And
she can't concentrate on her
tennis matches when she's
worried about the questions
she missed on the big test!
Luckily for her, she
befriends Ryota, a patient
physics geek who uses real-
world examples to help her
understand classical
mechanics—and improve her
tennis game in the process!
In The Manga Guide to

Physics, you'll follow
alongside Megumi as she
learns about the physics of
everyday objects like roller
skates, slingshots, braking
cars, and tennis serves. In no
time, you'll master tough
concepts like momentum and
impulse, parabolic motion,
and the relationship between
force, mass, and acceleration.
You'll also learn how to:
–Apply Newton's three laws
of motion to real-life
problems –Determine how
objects will move after a
collision –Draw vector
diagrams and simplify

complex problems using
trigonometry –Calculate how
an object's kinetic energy
changes as its potential
energy increases If you're
mystified by the basics of
physics or you just need a
refresher, The Manga Guide
to Physics will get you up to
speed in a lively, quirky, and
practical way.
Dog And Chainsaw
MediBang(global)
“Boys’ love,” a male-male
homoerotic genre written
primarily by women for
women, enjoys global
popularity and is one of the
most rapidly growing
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publishing niches in the
United States. It is found in
manga, anime, novels,
movies, electronic games,
and fan-created fiction,
artwork, and video. This
collection of 14 essays
addresses boys’ love as it
has been received and
modified by fans outside
Japan as a commodity,
controversy, and culture.

Raqiya Volume 3 VIZ
Media LLC
"That's game over,
Arita--I mean, Silver
Crow."His life
completely transformed
since meeting
Kuroyukihime, the most

beautiful girl in school,
Haruyuki has grown up
into a magnificent
knight, fat and bullied
though he might be. As
the season turns to
spring, a strange new
student appears before
Haruyuki and his
friends, now in eighth
grade. This mysterious
seventh grader has
mastered the art of
using Brain Burst in
everyday life, despite
being curiously absent
from the Duel matching
list. With Kuroyukihime

away on a field trip for
the ninth grade class,
this new member of the
student body, in the
guise of a warped duel
avatar called Dusk
Taker, steals
"something precious"
from Haruyuki with
overwhelming force.
Cast once again to the
bottom rungs of the
school hierarchy ladder,
Haruyuki is driven into
a corner, and his only
course of action is--?!
Boruto: Naruto Next
Generations, Vol. 1
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Attack on Titan
After leaving Natsuo,
Hina starts over in a
new town. Then one
day, the man she once
had an affair with,
Shuu, appears before
her eyes. Meanwhile,
unable to cope with his
growing affection for
Rui, Natsuo finds
himself on a
rollercoaster of
emotion.
Chapter 3 e-artnow sro
Anime (or “Japanese
Animation”) has seen a
continuing rise in

popularity over the past
decade of North American
pop culture. Droves of die-
hard, dedicated fans can
be found all over comic
shops, conventions, and
social media at large,
discussing or debating the
merits of their favorite
Anime fandoms. Public
libraries have been quick
to catch on, and have long
been an excellent
gathering place for this
community of passionate
consumers – be it for
movie screenings or
anime and manga
collection offerings. With

the recent widespread
adoption of English
dubbed content and the
explosion of Anime
merchandise sales outside
of Japan, Anime and
Manga are more
accessible to North
Americans than ever
before. In addition to
providing a long list of
programming examples
and ideas, this practical
guide will teach librarians
how to capture the
interest of this fandom
community, why the
library is the perfect
place to do so, and how to
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expand this thematic
programming into further
learning and socialization
opportunities. Special
Features include: Real
examples of current and
successful Anime Club
programs created by
librarians. Anime: It’s Not
Just “Cartoons”!
Discovering opportunities
for youth engagement,
STEM learning, and vital
youth socialization within
Japanese Animation.
Clear, concise
instructions for
incorporating one off or
series Anime events for

all budget ranges and age
groups. How to avoid
cultural appropriation by
engaging your community
to make the most out of
possible partnerships and
resources. Anime Club
party plans for a wide
range of different
holidays. How to obtain
public performance rights
for anime screenings,
Where to find inclusive
anime representations of
diverse communities
Mangatopia VIZ Media LLC
"The first ever look at how
major Hollywood movies
were adapted from
Japanese mangas and

animes"--

Manga - Anime and
Manga Terminology
ABC-CLIO
In Romancing the
Internet: Producing and
Consuming Chinese
Web Romance, Jin Feng
examines how shifting
socio-cultural forces
and gender codes in
contemporary Chinese
society have shaped
the production and
consumption of Chinese
popular romance on the
Internet.
Focus On: 100 Most
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Popular Fantasy Anime and
Manga Stone Bridge Press,
Inc.
Denji’s a poor young man
who’ll do anything for
money, even hunting down
devils with his pet devil-
dog Pochita. He’s a simple
man with simple dreams,
drowning under a mountain
of debt. But his sad life
gets turned upside down
one day when he’s
betrayed by someone he
trusts. Now with the power
of a devil inside him,
Denji’s become a whole
new man—Chainsaw Man! --
VIZ Media
The Globalization of
Japanese Popular Media

Bloomsbury Publishing USA
In the year 2026, a young
man by the name of Kazuto
Kirigaya beat Sword Art
Online, a VRMMORPG that
had become a death trap for
its players. He would go on
to participate in
experimental tests of an
entirely new full-dive
machine. Meanwhile in
2047, a boy named
Haruyuki accelerates
himself in order to finish
his homework just before
class. But in the
Accelerated World, he
detects a strange tremor.
Checking the matching list,
he notices a most un-Burst-
Linker-like name: "Kirito."

It's Kirito vs. Silver Crow as
two of author Reki
Kawahara's protagonists
clash across time and
space--and that's just the
beginning!

The New Book of
Revelation Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
When the alien Mimics
invade, soldier Keiji
Kiriya is killed, easily,
on the battlefield. But
he wakes up the
previous morning as if
nothing happened and
must fight the battle
again...and again...and
again. Teamed up with
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the mysterious female
fighter known as the
Full Metal Bitch, Keiji
must figure out how to
stop the cycle—and what
role his new and deadly
ally plays in the fight to
save Earth. Author Nick
Mamatas (Bullettime,
Love Is the Law) and
artist Lee Ferguson
(Miranda Mercury,
Green Arrow/Black
Canary) give Hiroshi
Sakurazaka’s mind-
bending alien invasion
tale a bold new look in
the official comic

adaptation of the original
novel. Now a major
motion picture starring
Tom Cruise! -- VIZ
Media
Manga Cultures and the
Female Gaze
Psychology Press
Created by Kentaro
Miura, Berserk is
manga mayhem to the
extreme - violent,
horrifying, and
mercilessly funny - and
the wellspring for the
internationally popular
anime series. Not for
the squeamish or the

easily offended, Berserk
asks for no quarter -
and offers none! His
name is Guts, the Black
Swordsman, a feared
warrior spoken of only
in whispers. Bearer of a
gigantic sword, an iron
hand, and the scars of
countless battles and
tortures, his flesh is
also indelibly marked
with The Brand, an
unholy symbol that
draws the forces of
darkness to him and
dooms him as their
sacrifice. But Guts
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won't take his fate lying
down; he'll cut a
crimson swath of
carnage through the
ranks of the damned -
and anyone else foolish
enough to oppose him!
Accompanied by Puck
the Elf, more an
annoyance than a
companion, Guts
relentlessly follows a
dark, bloodstained path
that leads only to
death...or vengeance.
Accel World, Vol. 2
(manga) Yen Press
LLC

To negate the threat of
Cyan Pile, the
mysterious enemy
attacking Kuroyukihime,
Haruyuki--now the
Burst Linker Silver
Crow--stands up to
fight as her knight. But
Kuroyukihime's
suspicions about the
true identity of her foe
are placed squarely on
a certain person
Haruyuki knows well!
Suddenly, Haruyuki is
at odds with his
princess, and this strain
in their relationship

sends everything
careening off in the
absolute worst
direction! The
inevitable clash
between Silver Crow
and Cyan Pile begins!!
A Japanese Experience
in San Francisco,
1904-1924 Springer
Nature
Focusing on the art and
literary form of manga,
this volume examines
the intercultural
exchanges that have
shaped manga during
the twentieth century
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and how manga’s
culturalization is related
to its globalization.
Through contributions
from leading scholars in
the fields of comics and
Japanese culture, it
describes "manga
culture" in two ways: as
a fundamentally hybrid
culture comprised of
both subcultures and
transcultures, and as an
aesthetic culture which
has eluded modernist
notions of art,
originality, and
authorship. The latter is

demonstrated in a
special focus on the
best-selling manga
franchise, NARUTO.
The Routledge Companion
to Global Internet Histories
Springer
From 1993 to 2003,
exports of Japan's cartoon
arts tripled in value, to
$12.5 billion. Fan
phenomena around the
world - in U.S. malls, teen
girls flock to purchase the
latest Fruits Basket graphic
novel; in Hungary, young
people gather for a summer
≪cosplay≫ (costume dress-
up) event - illustrate the
global popularity of manga

and anime. Drawing on
extensive research and
more than 100 original
interviews, Anne Cooper-
Chen explains how and why
the un-Disney has
penetrated nearly every
corner of the planet. This
book uses concepts such as
cultural proximity, uses and
gratifications, and cultural
variability to explain cross-
cultural adaptations in a
broad international
approach. It emphasizes
that overseas acceptance
has surprised the Japanese,
who create manga and
anime primarily for a
domestic audience.
Including some sobering
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facts about the future of the
industry, the book highlights
how overseas enthusiasm
could actually save a
domestic industry that may
decline in the contracting
and graying country of its
birth. Designed for courses
covering international mass
media, media and
globalization and
introduction to Japanese
culture, the book is written
primarily for
undergraduates, and
includes many student-
friendly features such as a
glossary, timeline and
source list.

Domestic Girlfriend
Peter Lang

On that night he was
driven out to the street,
Ritsuya met his eternal
admiration, Mayato. It
was just a short
meeting, but these two
boys in pain finally
found the best comfort
on each other, sealing
their bond for the years
after. But, how would
they survive in the
world of irresponsible
adults? "Matching our
Answers" is a modern
BL with a taste of
classic unfortunate
children folk tales that

resolves on the idea of
love and pain...
Manga and Anime Go to
Hollywood BRILL
Years have passed since
Naruto and Sasuke
teamed up to defeat
Kaguya, the progenitor of
chakra and the greatest
threat the ninja world has
ever faced. Times are
now peaceful and the
new generation of shinobi
has not experienced the
same hardships as its
parents. Perhaps that is
why Boruto would rather
play video games than
train. However, one
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passion does burn deep in
this ninja boy’s heart, and
that is the desire to
defeat his father! -- VIZ
Media

Essays on Manga and
Anime in the Modern
World University-
Press.org
The Routledge
Companion to Global
Internet Histories
brings together
research on the diverse
Internet histories that
have evolved in
different regions,
language cultures and

social contexts across
the globe. While the
Internet is now in its
fifth decade, the
understanding and
formulation of its
histories outside of an
anglophone framework
is still very much in its
infancy. From Tunisia
to Taiwan, this volume
emphasizes the
importance of
understanding and
formulating Internet
histories outside of the
anglophone case studies
and theoretical

paradigms that have
thus far dominated
academic scholarship on
Internet history.
Interdisciplinary in
scope, the collection
offers a variety of
historical lenses on the
development of the
Internet: as a new
communication
technology seen in the
context of older
technologies; as a new
form of sociality read
alongside previous
technologically
mediated means of
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relating; and as a new
media "vehicle" for the
communication of
content.
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